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INTRODUCTION

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Main Effect of Condition (VS vs. PS)

Objects in pictorial space
respond differently to observer
movement than objects in visual
space.

Main Effect of Face

Distance × Condition Interaction
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“Twofoldedness” (according to Wollheim 1998, Nanay 2011):
Looking at a picture means to simultaneously perceive its contents (in PS) and the picture as an object (VS).

Mean angle estimation in VS (M = 41.15) is significantly larger than in PS (M = 38.63), F(1, 38) = 67.44, p < .001
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Pictorial Space (PS)
• Looking “into” pictorial space.
• O. can understand its
geometry, but is not part of it.

Angle [deg]

Visual Space (VS)
• The space in front of the
observer’s eyes.
• O. has a defined location in
visual space.
• O. can interact with objects in
that space.
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Orientation Bias

Depth Compression of Scenes in PS
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Regardless of main condition, angle estimations for
each face differed significantly, F(5, 190) = 32.67, p < .
001.
Interpretation of Main Effect of Face

Mean angle estimations decrease with distance in VS but
increase with distance in PS, F(3, 114) = 12.08, p < .001.
A possible explanation for the effect of Distance
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A 45° view of a face is estimated as more obtuse (left).
When asked to adjust the view of a face to 45°,
Relative to a frontal view, angles between 0 degrees
and 90 degrees are perceived as larger then they are. observers tend pick an angle that is more acute (right).

METHODS
Mixed-model design – 2 × 2 × 4 × 6

Procedure

•
•
•
•

• Each participant (n = 40) ran 96 trials (6 faces ×
4 distances × 4 repetitions) per condition.
• Task: Method of adjustment (‘a’ and ‘d’ keys) to
rotate the stimulus to a 45⁰ orientation.
• Orientation Bias operationalized by deviation of
mean angle estimations from the true 45⁰ angle.

Condition: VS or PS (ws)*.
Block order: PV or VP first (bs).
Distance from observer: 0.5m, 1m, 1.5m, or 2m (ws).
Stimuli: 6 different faces (ws).
* ws = within-subjects variable; bs = between-subjects variable

Magnitude of orientation bias decreases with aspect
ratio of the face.

• The “Profile” is smaller than
90° for short distances.
• That might effect the 45°
view, too.

SUMMARY
• Visual system operates differently when perceiving scenes in
VS compared to PS – Orientation Bias > in PS.
• Magnitude of Orientation Bias also affected by Face, and
Distance × Condition interaction.
• Depth compression is likely a related phenomenon.
• Perception of stimuli presented in PS of screens and printed
media might be very different from perception in VS of the
real world.

• But why would that only
apply to vision in pictorial
space?
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